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Nobody Likes A Cockblock is a full color paperback children's book for adults about woodland

creature moms and dads just trying to get their swerve on. It's 32-pages of inappropriate prose that

will leave you laughing about your sad life. It's perfect for birthday parties, baby showers, baptisms,

and of course, wedding presents.
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R. Swanson is an exhausted parent of three and a comedy writer.

I bought this book as a Christmas present for a few friends and it has been a raging hit. My friends

all have a solid sense of humor and they just could not stop laughing. It has been shared amongst

friends and I believe they've even purchased a couple.

Read this book as soon as it arrived and it cracked me up. Saving it for a father's day gift for hubby.

Hilarious. Do not leave out where kids who can read can pick it up and read it. Not child appropriate.

I love to have these books on hand for addition to a shower gift. They are always a hit, Funny and

true.

Got this as a Christmas gift for my husband from our kid. Cracks us up every time we read (kid is



still too little to understand).

Was a hit as a first Father's Day gift. This is exactly that, a total gift for the parents, it is written like a

children's book but nowhere near appropriate to read to them!

Gift for my best friend and his new child. Actually very amusing. Have to have a sense of humor to

appreciate. He enjoyed it, no review from his wife.

My husband LOVED this book. It's very offensive, very funny and perfect if you have that type of

sense of humor.
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